The structure-based drug design can follow the procedure of Talhout 1 : we subtract the thermal components ΔHth and ΔSth from the observed apparent functions ΔHdual and ΔSdual , respectively, and we obtain the linear motive function RTlnKmot=f(T). This procedure, at variance with other procedures usually applied in computer assisted drug design, starts with the experimental determination of an equilibrium constant lnK at different temperatures. We have shown how in every hydrophobic process the convoluted Binding Functions
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which, reported as the function of T, is a straight line, whereas equation (S2), as convoluted function, represents a parabolic curve.
In the following, we indicate how one can calculate the motive functions starting from the experimental data obtained at different temperatures: 1) calculate the polynomials representing: Function {M-PF} referred to the solute, is constituted by a population of few Moles (REME ensemble) distributed over macrolevels Hi, distribution not ruled by Boltzmann Statistics (see Figure 6 ) rather by binomial distribution.
Just to give an example, the Stirling approximation is not applicable to a Reacting Ensemble of Moles. Each Mole unit is associated to energy ΔHi/RT. The Molar partition function representing the probability distribution is constituted by a sum of few terms (e.g. ZM = 1+ 2 kaL+ k 2 aL 2 ). The Quasi-Chemical approximations are appropriate and necessary for a restricted population of Moles and suited to treat problems concerning the solute. The name of "Quasi-Chemical approximation" is not adequate to the real important role played by this relationship. In NoremE statistical ensembles, the partition function resulting from the calculation is a single number, an extremely large number Ω = z NAv . An example is Boltzmann equation
where S is referred to the probability of finding one molecule in an Avogadro population of molecules and kB is Boltzmann constant (kB = 1.38110  JK   molecule -1 ). It is possible the passage from molecule population scale to Mole population scale by taking the Avogadro NAv -root of Ω
where xA is molar fraction and R= NAv•kB (R= 8.31451 JK -1 Mole -1 ). In reacting REME ensembles, the statistical molecular distribution, ruled by Boltzmann statistics, is restricted within the microlevel distribution of each macrolevel Hi. The distribution of Moles among the macrolevels Hi is ruled by binomial distribution of chemical reactions and is represented by a molar partition function composed by summation of (n+1) terms. We use n=2 to simplify the text representation ZM= (1+ kaL) 2 = 1+ 2 kaL+ k 2 aL 2 (S13)
where aL is the activity of the ligand L, k is the site binding constant, and 2 is the number of binding sites. The Quasi-Chemical approximation guarantees that the resulting Partition Function {DS-PF} has the structure of sum of terms, adequate to the chemical reaction. ZM can be rewritten as (see equation (49))
where the factor {z(N,V,T)} represents the molecule distributions within each macrolevel, and [k*{z(N,V,T)}] is the computed site constant. The mathematical structure of equation (S14) is conform to PTD because it is focused on a distinguished solute molecule of the species of interest: specifically, the molecule of interest is the central molecule of the hydration complex. The hydrated complex is also suited to application of Quasi-Chemical approximation, which conjoins the Boltzmann statistical distribution function of molecules to the binomial distribution function of Moles. On the ground of these arguments, we suggest eliminating the word "approximation" and to change the title of this function into that, more appropriate to the relevance of this relationship, of "Chemical is inversely proportional to mean velocity vm. We use the squared mean sojourn time τm 2 because it is inversely proportional to the squared mean velocity vm 2 . According to the kinetic theory, the squared mean velocity is directly proportional to the absolute temperature (dln(vm 2 ) = dlnT), thus connecting the energy dispersal in time (Intensity Entropy) with the reciprocal of squared mean sojourn time 1/τm 2 and, consequently, with the absolute temperature T, which is experimentally detectable.
Ergodicity guarantees that, at null concentration (e.g. a solvent, Figure 17 ), a change of Intensity Entropy is obtained by changing the temperature T.
In a solution, ergodicity guarantees that, by changing the temperature T, a change of Intensity Entropy can be obtained like as the change of Density Entropy obtained by changing dilution, by Thermal Equivalent Dilution (TED),
-Rdln(aL) n = n Cp,L dlnT (S18) where activity aL is aL= xL• Φ (S19)
with Lambert Thermal Energy Factor Φ
The Lambert thermal Energy Factor Φ in equation (S20) is the source of Density Entropy. The relationship implicit in Φ between reciprocal squared sojourn time (1/m 2 ) and temperature T is the same as that between reciprocal squared sojourn time (1/m 2 ) and temperature T in Intensity Entropy. This means that Density Entropy and Intensity Entropy are intrinsically the same physical process, modulated by the velocity of the molecules, whereby energy dispersal in time is produced: this explains why they can be summed to each other. The only difference (quantitative but not qualitative) between them derives from solution (i.e. xL) and thermal (i.e. Cp,L) properties of the molecules which they are referred to, respectively. The concentration factor xL connected to Density Entropy explains why Density Entropy is contributing to free energy, which depends on concentration, whereas Intensity Entropy is not contributing to free energy, being independent from concentration.
APPENDIX D Exponential Probability Space. Logarithmic Thermodynamic Space
The probability space can be represented by the exponential expression referred to the specific system
If we plot this expression in an orthogonal diagram with abscissa x(exp(ΔH/RT)) and ordinate y(exp(ΔS/R), (Figure 18 ) we obtain an equilateral hyperbola. A set of expressions exp(ΔG/RT) = f(x,y) with increasing values (ΔG/RT) is represented by a set of homologous equilateral hyperbolas. On the diagonal coplanar axis z we read the numerical scale of exp(ΔG/RT). If we determine or computer-simulate the numerical value of (ΔG/RT), we are choosing one precise hyperbola on the scale. Then, if we determine separately the value of ordinate Figure S6 . Probability space represented by exponential probability functions.
y(exp(ΔH/RT)) or the value of abscissa x(exp(ΔS/R)) of point A, we choose a point on that hyperbola, thus reaching all the information elements available. This point cannot be chosen by computer simulation. This is the essential information element that we lose by computer simulation: we cannot fix a point referred to the specific system on the chosen hyperbola. On the auxiliary coplanar axis z, we read the scale of values exp(ΔG/RT) = f(x,y). By computer simulation, we might perhaps choose the correct hyperbola, but we cannot fix any point A for that specific reaction, losing essential information elements. The Probability Space of Figure S6 , representing the exponential functions, generates the Thermodynamic Space of Figure S7 , where the exponents are represented in an orthogonal axis system. In this system, the abscissa represents Density Entropy and the ordinate represents Intensity Entropy. The hyperbolas are transformed into a set of parallel lines, orthogonal to the diagonal auxiliary axis (ΔΓ/T) = (ΔG/RT) · cos 45°. The coordinates of point A can be determined by experimental determination of S9 Figure 
The two terms of this motive function are specific of each compound and suited to recover the information elements of each hydrophobic hydration process, cancelled and lost by computer simulations, together with other additional important information elements, like as w , pseudo-stoichiometric number of water molecules WI . S10
APPENDIX E

Approximations of Computer Simulations
The We presume that from now on, it will be impossible to undertake any study of biochemical processes in water or any research of drug design without a previous collection of sets of experimental determinations of convoluted binding functions
RlnKdual=(-ΔGdual/T)={f(1/T) * g(T)} and RTlnKdual=(-ΔGdual)={f(T) * g(lnT)}, (S24)
to be analysed by Ergodic Algorithmic Model (EAM). It is useless to employ larger and larger capacities of computer memory or prolong the reaction time, if we employ inadequate algorithms. It will be essential finding out the mathematical rational connections between binomial distributions of few reacting Moles and statistical distributions of molecule ensembles, composed by myriads of elements, occupying the microlevels hi,j of each single macrolevel Hj of a quantised model. S11 Slope Cp,hydr<0. equal in the two diagrams, for equal curvature amplitudes S13
APPENDIX F Experimental Convoluted Binding Functions
APPENDIX G Null Thermal Free Energy
The formulas reported in the literature 3 
APPENDIX H Thermal Equivalent Dilution (TED) and the 2 nd Law
We recall that the two types of differential variation of Entropy are expressed by different equations. 
Configuration change of Entropy or
We can show how the analytical expressions of configuration and thermal changes of Entropy, respectively, follow directly from the conditions at molecule level foreseen by the ergodic theory. In general, we note (Table S1 ) that Table S1 . From ergodic parameters to Entropy changes (Table S2 ) the perfect equivalence of the changes in the properties of the system either by changing ideal dilution did(A) either by changing temperature T. S16 can be implemented and now reads:
MOLECULAR LEVEL
Energy-Density in Space
-"(i) Heat can never pass, at constant dilution, from colder to warmer body without any other change, connected therewith, occurring at the same time"-"(ii) molecules can never pass, at constant temperature, from more diluted to more concentrated solutions without spending chemical or electrochemical work"
